Derby Gaol
Team 2 Report – 9th April 2005
Paul Davis, Craig, Darren, Nicky 1 and Nicky 2
Our team started the first vigil in the Condemned mans cell,
EMF reading where hard to gauge due to high EMF being all over that place, average temp was 22
Celsius.
To note was Nicky 2 heard scratching noises coming from the upper left corner?
Craig felt his bottom left leg being touched and the bed creaked as though it was being sat on. All of
this happened within about 5 mins of each other approximately half-hour in the vigil of the
condemned mans cell.

Exhibition Room
While we sat down in the exhibition room a trigger object was left on one of the display cases.
There was no activity for the first half-hour of the vigil so decided to do a group séance.
This was the first time I had done a séance so I just said what ever came into my mind.
During the Séance I noticed the atmosphere seemed to change somewhat and felt as though
something was trying to come through.
During séance at
01:00 Paul D turned to look behind Darren’s back saw a light anomaly shoot past his back.
01:05 Nicky 1 said that she felt something touching/tickling the back of her head.
01:20 a really cold blast went through the room, average temp was 21 Celsius, during that time
room temp went down to 15 Celsius.
At the end of our hour checked the trigger object was noted to have moved about 1.mm, no one was
near it or touched it at all throughout the vigil.

Debtors Cell
We sat quietly in the cell for about half-hour, at that time decided to do another group séance to see
if we could get anything, during the séance:
03:15 another temperature drop to 16.2 while average temp was 25 Celsius
03:18 Nicky 2 and Paul D both saw a light anomaly go between us while doing the séance at the
same time.
Craig said that he thought he could see the door opening slightly then closing again.
Noted the atmosphere seemed to change and become more oppressive during the séance and it did
fell as though something was trying to come through.
Nothing was seen or felt while Team 2 was in the prisoner’s day room.
Overall EMF readings was hard to gauge due to mine and Darrens EMF meters making a load of
noise when switched on, esp in the cells. (Maybe power lines as the road is quite nearby)
Still checking Video footage nothing of any importance yet, will inform if I get anything.

Overall a good night with some activity, maybe not as much as I had hoped for but well worth the
visit and a good experience.
Also tried the pyramid of paper on a needle experiment with C.J. to try and make it move, had no
problems moving it, personally I think that it is to do with static electricity and heat, and also
depends on whether you are left or right handed, as I am left handed it moved to the left and Darren
tried it who is right handed and it moved to the right.
Report by Paul Davis

